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Abstract. Many qualitative properties of the spectral measure of a stationdry Gaussian sequence 
are spectral properiies of the underlying shift transformation. This has implications in time series 
analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
Worlkers in time series analysis often have a predisposition to make 
certain assumptions about the spectra of the processes under observation. 
Some think in terms of spectral densities, others in terms of discrete 
spectra. The question arises as to whether processes built on a stztionary 
process have the same spectral characteristics a the fundamental process. 
Given the spectral measure of X,, , what can be said of the spectral mea- 
sure of X,2 ? More generally, if Xn (a) = X0 (T* a) is a stationary process 
with salme spectral measure, what can be said about the spectral measure 
Off,(G)) = f (T”u)? 
If the event X,, is Gaussian, the answer is known to a certain exten 
It is contained in results on mixing properties of Gaussian sequences. 
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These results are restated here, perhaps in a new context, and some refine- 
ments are obtained. 
2. Mixing properties 
If the spectral measure of a stationary Gaussian sequence iscontinuous, 
then it is known that the process is ergodic and weakly mixing [ 21. Weak 
mixing implies that for any fin L2, 
+J E IHfV” a)f(o))-E(fj21+ 0. 
n==l 
If RfCn) is the covariance of the process f (T * u), this says N-l Z IRf (n) I + 0 
and this implies that the spectral measure of the fn process is continuous. 
Similarly, if the covariance of a Gaussian process vanishes at infinity, 
the process is strongly mixing and for any f in L2, 
E{fT’Wf(o)}+ Eif:t2 . 
This says that the covariance off vanishes at infinity also. We shall say 
its spectral measure is ‘“almost absolutely continuous”. 
ue spec trr3m 
This case is related to the cases under mixing properties. There it is 
shown that if X has continuous pectral measure, all subordinate proc- 
esses have continuous pectral measures, and if X has “almost absolutely 
continuous” spectral measure, all subordinate processes have “almost 
absolutely continuous” specttral measures. We now show that if Xn has 
a spectral density, all subordinate processes ha\r;: spectral densities. Any 
stationary process with absolutely continuous pectral measure is ir 
moving average of orthogonal random variables Xn = & ($ &__ k. Since 
Xn is Gaussian, the Zn are independent and the shift for the Xn process 
is a restriction of the shift on independent identically distributed random 
variables. It may be known that sslch shifts have &esgue spe&=uA~, but 
since a statement to this effect could not be found, a proof is included. 
Let&j= 1, 2, . . . . be an orthoaormal basis for the mean zero random 
variables of L2(2,). hen Tn 4, j = 1, 2, . ..) form a basis for the mean 
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zeral random variables in Lz (Z,> and products Tmj fk ., where all the 
I 
mj are different, form an orthogonal basis for all mean zero random 
variables. Let ei be this orthonormal set. Then T* ei, IZ == C, + 1, + 2, are 
orth.ogonal nd generate acyclic subspace Hi* It is easily seen that such 
Hi we either identical or orthogonal. Hence 
L2=( lPHPI @HP2 +... . 
Any mean zero f may be written as 2: aj gj, where gj is of norm one in 
HPj and 
W”f* f}= (ZajT”gj.Zakgk}= ‘;afE{T”gjgj}. 
We have used the fact that Tn gj is in HPi and hence is orthogonal to gk, 
k # ,f. Finally, gi is of the form ZmCm Tm ePj since it is in Hj. Hence 
T”Q is a moving average process itself and has spectral density pi(X) 
with1 j pj (X) dh = 1. Thus 
E{Tn f l f)= C a/ Jeihn ~j(A) dh = /kihn I3.a; pi(X) dX 
sincejZafpi(X)dh=Zaj< 00 and fn has a spectral density. 
As a corollary to this result we have: 
If Xn is a Gaussian moving average, then any process derived from the 
Xn process is a moving average. 
4. Discrete spectrum 
We will show that if the spectral measure of Xn is discrete, the spectral 
measure of any subordinate process is discrete. 
Lemma. If T has a discrete spectrum, then any process 1;1 (u) = f(Tn U) 
has discrete spectral measure. 
oaf. Assume that T +j = exp [i$] +-, T 1 c 1. Then #j are orthogonal 
with mean 0. 
Letf=Z+$+C Then 
f(n) = r”(f--C)(f -c)l= I Ci12 exp[ih,.n] .
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Next consider the shift transformation for a process with covariance 
A cos (hk n) with spectral measure concentrated on +, Xk. It is easily veri- 
fied that a Gaussian process with this covariance isequal in law to 
Xr, = z cos(B + &n), where z is normal with mean 0 variance 29 and 0 is in- 
dependent of z and uniformly distributed on [0,2n]. Let TAk be rotation 
by hk of the circle K with normalized Lebesgue measure and let 1 be the 
identity on the real line R with Gaussian measure of mean 0 and variance 
2A. Then lpic = Txk X I is measure preserving on K X R and if 
g(6,z)=z cos6, theng(Tg(@,z))=z cos(8 +A&. 
Furthermore, rotation of the circle by X, has eigenfunctions exp [in01 
and corresponding eigenvalues xp [in& ]9 n = 0, f 1, f 2, . . . . Thus Tk 
has discrete spectrum and by tkc lemma any process ubordinate to a;;l 
has discrete spectral measure. 
If a Gaussian process Xn has discrete spectrum, it is a sum of indepen- 
den9 processes with covariances A cos& n). Independence means that 
the shift transformation T becomes across product of transformations 
of’ the form Tk. For example, 
21 cos(8, + hp)+Z2Cos(e2+Xp)= ?. 
Tl x T2(O19 zl, e2, z2) = Co1 + +, zl, e2 + X2n, z2) 9 
addition being *module 2n. 
Since an orthogonal basis for a product measure consists of products 
of basis elements for each factor, it is seen that T has as eigenvalues all 
products exp [ ih, ml ] . . . 
exp [iO,m,] . . . 
exp [ iXP nzP ] and correspondring ei envectors 
exp [i6$ mp ] spanning L2. Thus, as in the case of covari- 
ante A cos(&n), any process fn has spectral measure concentrated on 
these values. In particular, its spectrum is discrete. 
As a corollary to this result we have that if a Gaussian sequence has 
discrete spectral measure, any subordinate process is linearly determin- 
istic. 
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